
Welcome to 
the family



The Sonos Wireless HiFi System delivers all the music on 
earth, in every room, with warm, full-bodied sound that’s 
crystal clear at any volume. Sonos can fill your home with 
music by combining HiFi sound and rock-solid wireless in  
a smart system that is easy to set-up, control and expand. 

The Wireless  
HiFi System



Music services availability varies by region.

Stream all the  
music on Earth

Songs you’ve known forever and artists on the verge. Oldies. Indies. Rock. 
Jazz. Sonos is the wireless system that plays your personal music collection 
along with music services like Spotify™ and Deezer™ and thousands of 
free Internet radio stations. Play music stored on your Android smartphone 
or tablet, iPhone, iPad and iPod touch wirelessly to your Sonos system.



Whether you’re adding on or starting from scratch,  
Sonos has a player for everyone and every room.  
Play a different song in every room or the same  
song everywhere, in perfect sync. 

Left to right:  
CONNECT (top)  
CONNECT:AMP (bottom)  
SUB  
PLAYBAR  
PLAY:3  
PLAY:5  
PLAY:1 
BOOST

Music where  
you want it 



The soundbar for  
music lovers
 
PLAYBAR’s nine-speaker design 
floods any room with super-realistic 
audio for games and movies, huge 
waves of live concert sound, and 
wireless streams of all the music on 
earth. And it all comes from one  
easy-to-use player that brings HiFi 
sound to your high-definition TV. 

Amplifier 
Nine Class-D digital amplifiers 
Nine driver speaker system 
Three tweeters, six mid-range 
drivers 
Multiple Orientations 
Mount PLAYBAR on the wall either 
above or below your television. 
You can also lay PLAYBAR flat on 
your television table. 
Dimensions (H x D x W)/Weight 
3.35 x 5.51 x 35.43 in. (85 x 140 x 
900 mm)/11.9 lb (5.4 kg) 



The ultimate all-in-one listening 
experience with the deepest, 
richest HiFi sound.
 
The wireless speaker that’s a HiFi  
powerhouse of sound, the PLAY:5  
fills big rooms with epic sound. 

Amplifier
Five class-D digital amplifiers
Five driver speaker system
Two tweeters, two 3 mid-range 
drivers, and one 3.5 in. 
subwoofer
Stereo Pair setting
Group two PLAY:5s to serve as  
left and right channels
Dimensions (H x D x W)/Weight 
8.50 x 14.40 x 4.80 in. (217 x  
365 x 123 mm)/9.15 lb (4.15 kg)



Immersive HiFi sound.  
Serious room-filling power.
 
PLAY:3 produces rich, room-filling sound 
and effortlessly fits any space, achieving 
the perfect balance of sound and size. 

Amplifier 
Three Class-D digital amplifiers
Three driver speaker system 
One tweeter, two mid-range 
drivers and one bass radiator 
Stereo Pair setting 
Group two PLAY:3s to serve as  
left and right channels 
Dimensions (H x W x D)/Weight 
5.2 x 10.6 x 6.3 in. (132 x 268 x 
160 mm)/5.71 lb (2.6 kg)



1
Deep, crystal clear HiFi 
sound. Compact and 
surprisingly powerful.

No other wireless speaker packs so 
much HiFi sound into such a compact 
design. Spiraling highs, thundering 
lows, and deep, crystal clear sound  
at any volume. 

Amplifier 
Two Class-D digital amplifiers 
Two driver speaker system 
One tweeter and one 3.5 in.  
mid-woofer 
Stereo Pair setting 
Group two PLAY:1s to serve as  
left and right channels 
Dimensions (H x W x D)/Weight 
6.36 x 4.69 x 4.69 in. (161.45 x 
119.7 x 119.7 mm)/4.08 lb  
(1.85 kg)



Soul-shaking sound.  
Heart-pounding design. 
One-button setup.
 
Get one seismic step closer to the spine-
curling, jaw-dropping, full-body experience 
music was meant to be. Whether you’re 
listening to Beethoven’s thunderous 5th  
or the pounding bass line of the latest  
four-on-the-floor obsession, the SUB 
lets you hear and feel the weight of every 
chord, kick, splash and roll. 

Amplifier 
Two Class-D digital amplifiers
Speakers 
Two force-cancelling speakers 
positioned face-to-face 
Frequency response 
To 25 Hz 
Digital sound 
Digital Signal Processing circuitry 
for zero-loss audio quality 
Dimensions (H x D x W)/Weight 
15 x 6.2 x 15.8 in. (380 x 158 x 
402 mm) /36.3 lb (16 kg) 

To enable SUB to work wirelessly with PLAYBAR use SONOS BRIDGE,  
SONOS BOOST, or wire one Sonos component to your router. 



PLAYBAR plus SUB and a pair of PLAY:1s
 
Four versatile performers with the power and finesse to play anything  
and make it sound amazing — immersive 5.1 sound for your favorite films,  
TV shows, and games plus all the music on earth. 

The perfect group to  
rock your home theater

To enable SUB to work wirelessly with PLAYBAR use SONOS BRIDGE,  
SONOS BOOST, or wire one Sonos component to your router. 



Turn your stereo into a  
mind blowing, music 
streaming Sonos system 
 
Stereo lovers rejoice. This is the Sonos 
player that makes your HiFi go WiFi. Just 
hook up your favorite stereo, home theater 
or powered speakers to CONNECT and 
wirelessly play a world of music using  
the equipment that you already own. 
Welcome to the streaming generation.  
 

Line-in connections 
Auto-detecting analog (RCA) 
Line-out connections 
Analog (RCA), digital (optical and coaxial) 
Sound quality 
THD+N <0.009%, 20 Hz-20 kHz 
Dimensions (H x W x D)/Weight 
2.91 x 5.35 x 5.51 in. (74 x 136 x 140 mm)/ 
1.5 lb (0.69 kg) 

Turn your speakers into a 
floorboard rattling, music 
streaming Sonos system 
 
If you want to stream all the music on  
earth to your favorite pair of speakers,  
this is the Sonos player for you. Just  
attach CONNECT:AMP to bookshelf,  
floor-standing, outdoor, or in-ceiling  
speakers and blast a world of music to  
any room. No receiver needed. 
 
 
Amplifier 
Class-D. Rated output 110 W RMS with 
both channels driven, 22 Hz-20 kHz-AES17 
measurement bandwidth  
Subwoofer out with automatic crossover  
Auto detecting RCA type, 80 Hz crossover 
Dimensions (H x W x D)/Weight 
3.50 x 7.28 x 8.15 in. (89 x 185 x 207 mm)/ 
5.1 lb (2.3 kg) 



No rewiring. No complex programming. Simply place your Sonos 
player anywhere in the house and connect to your home WiFi 
network with the free Sonos controller app.

Sonos offers two accessories to improve the wireless performance 
of your Sonos system when your home WiFi network isn’t reliable 
enough. Sonos wireless accessories plug into your router to create 
a dedicated wireless network exclusively for your Sonos system. 
These Sonos products also enable you to expand your Sonos home 
theater with immersive, theater-quality surround sound by wirelessly 
connecting PLAYBAR to SUB and rear speakers.

Rock-solid wireless
BRIDGE is ideal for larger homes  
where WiFi doesn’t reach all of the 
rooms where you want music.

BOOST is ideal for any home where 
wireless connectivity is a serious 
problem. BOOST is up to two times 
more powerful than BRIDGE, and offers 
enterprise-grade wireless performance, 
more uniform wireless coverage and 
advanced wireless interference rejection 
so you can stream, surf and game all 
you want without missing a beat.



Control made easy

Experience universal control
 
Take control of your Sonos Wireless HiFi System with the smartphone, 
tablet, desktop or laptop you already own. Simply download the free 
app from the Amazon Appstore, Google Play™, iTunes® App Store, or 
directly from Sonos using your Mac or PC. And since Sonos can handle 
multiple controllers — Android™, iOS, Mac® or PC — at the same time, 
everyone in the house can control their music.



Awesome alone  
Revolutionary together

In the living room. In the kitchen. In the family room. Inside. Outside. 
Upstairs. Downstairs. Sonos components connect to each other 
wirelessly to fill your whole home with music. Play a different song in 
each room or the same song throughout the house, in perfect sync.  
 
And since Sonos speakers are part of a modular system, it is simple to 
wirelessly pair speakers, and create the perfect set-up for your home. 
Pair two all-in-one speakers for a more immersive stereo listening 
experience. Add a SUB for the ultimate music showroom, or combine 
the PLAYBAR, SUB and two PLAY:1s for an epic home theater system.



For more information contact your authorized Sonos reseller  
or visit sonos.com
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